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Classic Jump Rope
The GoFit Classic Jump Rope will provide jumpers at any 
experience level a great cardio workout.  The Classic 
Jump Rope has solid wood handles and a 9ft soft durable 
polypropylene rope.

Beaded Rope
The GoFit Beaded Jump Rope is a great rope to begin cardio 
training. The 9ft Beaded Jump Rope is adjustable in length 
and the beaded segments make this a very rugged and 
dependable product. Great for all ages.

Speed Jump Rope
The GoFit Speed Rope is a 9ft adjustable PVC rope combined 
with the precision ball bearings in the handles give you 
maximum rotation for your jumping routine. The padded foam 
grips help fight hand fatigue so you can reach your target 
heart rate quicker and maintain your pace more comfortably.

Weighted Speed Rope
Jumping rope is one of the most efficient methods of cardio training 
ever developed. By using the GoFit Weighted Jump Rope you are 
adding another dimension to your training. You will be working and 
developing muscles in your arms and wrists with the 1/2 pound handles 
while training your cardiovascular system with the smooth action 9ft 
adjustable PVC rope. 

Leather Rope
The GoFit Leather Jump Rope is the classic boxer’s training 
rope. It comes with a solid leather rope, precision ball bearings 
and contoured foam grip handles. This 9ft adjustable jump 
rope is perfect for long sessions at the gym or if you just want 
that lean, mean boxer look.

Model Number: GF-SR
Master Pack: 6

UPC: 687339200105
Dims: 7 x 2 x 9 / Peg

Model Number: GF-BR
Master Pack: 4 

UPC: 687339200204
Dims: 6.75 x 2 x 9 / Peg - Shelf

Model Number: GF-PR
Master Pack: 6

UPC: 687339200501
Dims: 5.5 x 1.75 x 8.75 / Peg 

Model Number: GF-LR
Master Pack: 6 

UPC: 687339200303
Dims: 6 x 1.5 x 9 / Peg

Model Number: GF-WR
Master Pack: 4 

UPC: 687339200402
Dims: 6.25 x 1.75 x 8 / Peg - Shelf


